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From the Director
If you are not interested in security studies in these uncertain times, then you
never will be. I have delivered some version of this lame cliché dozens of
times over the past year. On the national and international stage, it has been an
exhausting year of breakthrough developments and breathless headlines. The
importance of stepping back and thinking deeply about global challenges and
opportunities, of conveying those carefully considered insights to the policy
world and the public, and of preparing the next generation of leaders – the three
main lines of action for TISS – is obvious to all.
As this newsletter documents, it should also be obvious that TISS has been busy
fulfilling its mission. We have retained our special focus on intelligence studies,
in keeping with our status as an Intelligence Community Center of Academic
Excellence. But we have been busy in other ways as well.
We are well-poised to continue fulfilling this mission for many years to come.
Our core academic institutions have all renewed and extended their commitments
to TISS. And while we always face the challenge of replacing key contributors
who move on to take new positions elsewhere, we also continue to demonstrate
that we can meet that challenge. In that regard, I am especially pleased to
welcome Dr. Simon Miles to the TISS community. Miles, a diplomatic historian
trained in the history department at UT-Austin, starts as an Assistant Professor
of Public Policy at the Sanford School and was also a TISS New Face in 2016.
We are indeed fortunate to be able to
scratch our own back by bringing on
board this promising scholar – someone
who benefited from TISS in the past
and now can repay the investment with
his own contributions to our intellectual
community.

Allison Breuer,
AGS Program Coordinator

132 Rubenstein Hall
Box 90316
302 Towerview Drive
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0316
Telephone: 919-613-9280

tiss-nc.org

Peter Feaver, TISS Director
Professor of Political Science & Public
Policy
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2016-2017 Year in Review
2016-2017 was another very successful year for TISS, marked by lively programs, renewed commitments from our
constituent institutions, and continued financial support from government agencies, and foundations.
Our intelligence and security studies grant was renewed this past year, and we will receive our fourth year of funding,
beginning in mid-September. The Bradley Foundation, is sponsoring (for one last time) our flagship program - the New
Faces conference. And Duke and UNC-Chapel Hill both agreed to support us for a further three years – North Carolina
State University, as you may remember, renewed its commitment last year. We are gratified by the endorsement of our
work, particularly since institutions tend to prefer to invest in new enterprises. It is a testament to the fact that we continue
to grow and respond to new security challenges.
Our organization was directed this year by Peter Feaver, advised by Executive Board, and run on a day to day basis by
Carolyn Pumphrey who managed core TISS events and helped to steer the TISS IC CAE through its third year. Ali Breuer,
the American Grand Strategy Program (AGS) Coordinator organized events on the Duke campus and AGS staff rides.
Carolyn received welcome assistance with publicity from part-time staff person Arthur Edwards (web-site maintenance)
and volunteers: Abbey Rogers and Dylan Farrow (tweets) and (through December) Trevor Strandh (Weekly Updates). At
the same time, core TISS faculty at all our campuses played an indispensable role – special thanks this year go to Sara
Castro at UNC and Bill Boettcher at North Carolina State University.
Compared to some years, this was a period of stability. However, we did have to say goodbye to three persons who have
made invaluable contributions to our institution. Professor Kathleen Vogel, co-principal investigator of the TISS ICCAE
at North Carolina State University, accepted a position at the University of Maryland in December. Her energy, drive, and
brilliance galvanized the intellectual life of our community and helped ensure the success of our intelligence and security
studies program. She will be sorely missed. Fortunately, Mark Nance, already very much involved in TISS in general and
the Energy and Security Initiative in particular, stepped into the vacuum. Aly Breuer, who has done sterling service for
us over the past two years, is leaving Duke to pursue a new career. Her position has been filled by Melanie Benson, who
joins the team from Boston Consulting Group in Washington DC and Center for a New American Security before that.
And, at UNC-Chapel Hill, Jackie Gorman stepped down as Peace, War, and Defense Program Administrator after twenty
one years of service. As most of you know, she took on additional duties as the TISS ICCAE grant manager for the last
three. Deeply beloved by students at UNC, it is hard to imagine a future without her, but we are happy to welcome Luke
Morgan in her place, a PWAD alum who shares Jackie’s devotion to PWAD and TISS.
Over the course of the year we organized and funded lectures, dinner
seminars, panel discussions, conferences, field trips, and more,
enriching, we are confident, the intellectual lives of students, faculty,
and the general public. While we do not have the time or space to
report on everything we accomplished, we hope that this newsletter
will give you a taste of what we have done this past year, and a brief
glimpse into our plans for the future. Thanks to all of you for your
participation and we look forward to seeing you this coming year.

Opposite - Academic Year 201617 got of to an excellent start with
a talk by Dr. Gergory Treverton,
Chairman of the Nationaal Intelligence Council.
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American Diplomacy Publishers
American Diplomacy - The Next Twenty Years - Working Through Crisis
Founded in 1996 at UNC as the first university-based all digital magazine on foreign affairs in the United States,
American Diplomacy is a journal of commentary, analysis, research, feature stories, and reviews on American foreign
policy and its practice. Now serving the entire university complex of the Triangle, the magazine is peer-reviewed by
Foreign Service and other professionals and attracts almost 300,000 readers from more than 50 countries annually. Our
readers and subscribers include many TISS members. If you are not yet among them, we invite you to take a look at our
website www.unc.edu/depts/diplomat/. We also invite you to consider contributing, either with a substantive article or an
opinion piece.
Despite its place as a key pillar to American power worldwide, diplomacy is under graver threat now than at any other
time since WWI, the moment of America’s first major entry onto the world stage. Today, the risk is mounting that
Americans may lose both the heritage of this country’s commitment to change the world with the values of its own
revolution in 1776 and the international institutional framework of liberal economic principles founded after WWII that
greatly expanded global trade and growth.
Diplomacy also is the least valued component of American grand strategy in the American mind, perhaps because it is not
as quantifiable as are the men, women and technologies identified with our armed forces and intelligence communities.
The fact that the U.S. has been at war to counter terrorism continuously since 2001 and is engaged both militarily and in
intelligence work across an unprecedented geography has fixed public focus on conflict scenarios. The Great Recession
of 2008-9, resulting unemployment and wage stagnation unnerved millions of Americans, prompting xenophobia and a
national self-defense reaction.
This is unfortunate as American diplomacy provides the overarching framework for our engagement in the world political, economic, military, intelligence, development and cultural. Politically, the world had grown accustomed to
awaiting American leadership. Militarily, our NATO and other alliances have given us an unprecedented network of
international force projection. Economically, the global trading systems gives us access to 95 percent of the globe’s
citizens as our potential customers. Our intelligence capabilities, with the needed collaboration of our allies, allow us to
anticipate and react to threats in advance. Advances in developing countries inspired by American programs and funds
have saved millions of lives and fostered economic growth. Culturally, American film, art, music, and sports have circled
the world, helping to break down gender and ethnic barriers.
American Diplomacy’s mission going forward will be to clarify diplomacy’s critical importance to protecting and
extending a world beneficial for American ideas and creativity, and by extension, to serve the larger purpose of
encouraging the world to make progress toward a better future. We invite all of you in the TISS community to join with
us - and to help us - with advice and contributions to make that goal possible.
Ambassador W. Robert Pearson (Ret.),
President, American Diplomacy Publishers
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New Faces Conference
The Seventeenth Annual TISS New Faces Conference was held at the Friday
Center in Chapel Hill on Friday, 16 September 2016. Six junior scholars
presented their research before some sixty TISS members. Though reduced in
length from one and one half to one day, the conference used the same format as
in past years (presentations followed by faculty and graduate student comments,
in turn followed by a general question and answer session). The speakers were
uniformly excellent. They combined what were sometimes groundbreaking
theories with consistently rigorous methodologies rooted in exemplary research.
The choices they made about what angle to present were astute, and they
defended their positions with skill and verve.
The day started with a lively presentation by Morgan Kaplan, a political scientist
working on a doctorate at the University of Chicago. Kaplan is studying rebel
group diplomacy. He is interested in determining under what circumstances rebel
groups seriously pursue diplomacy as a route for improving their situation. He is
also interested in when these diplomatic efforts do or do not work. He maintains
that rebels turn to diplomacy when they are doing poorly on the battlefield or
when the insurgency itself is badly fractured. At the conference he focused on
the diplomatic activities of the Iraqi Kurdish Liberation Movement from 1958 to
1990.
Michael Kenwick, who is studying political science at The Pennsylvania State
University spoke next. His primary research interests center on the relationship
between domestic political institutions and conflict, with an emphasis on civilian
control of the military. His talk focused on the first of three essays that constitute his dissertation. His argument, carefully tested using latent variable modeling techniques, is that developing a norm of subjugation depends critically on
a shared belief among military elites that coups and interventions into politics
are untenable policy options. These beliefs develop slowly over time and as the
result of stable periods of civil-military bargaining.
The next presentation was given by Dan Giblin, who recently earned his
doctorate at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He provided a very
different view of a much studied battle, focusing on the mobilization of labor in
preparation for the defense of Kursk in World War II. His dissertation traces the
mechanics of the process by which the Soviet Union, in its political and military
arms, mobilized virtually every imaginable human resource. His talk, filled with
lively detail, revealed that in this region, absolute war was more than a theoretical
abstraction.
The afternoon began with a presentation by Jiyoung Ko, a student of political
science attending Yale University. Ko flies in the face of conventional views
and argues that the rise of popular nationalism has mainly led in the past to
preservation of the status quo and rarely to conflict. That is because individuals
who espouse popular nationalistic sentiments prefer a hawkish foreign policy but
also want foreign policy to result in complete success. Consequently, a conflictinducing effect of nationalism appears only when leaders have firm belief in the
likelihood of complete success or when they are politically vulnerable but lack
the tools to repress popular nationalism. In that case they may choose to initiate a
losing conflict.
4

Top to Bottom - Kaplan,
Kenwick and Giblin panels.

Simon Miles, a historian from the University of Texas-Austin, spoke next. He
provided a nuanced revision of our understanding of the Second Cold War (19801985). In contrast to those who see the Reagan-Gorbachev relationship after 1985
as a dramatic break from the immediate past, Miles contends that Ronald Reagan’s
interest in stabilizing US-Soviet relations predated his 1980 election. Reagan’s
efforts did not become overt until early 1984 when he was sufficiently confident in
the United States’ relative military and economic power vis-à-vis the Soviet Union
to make these efforts public. Evidence, however, shows that he was engaged in
back-channels with Moscow from the time he was inaugurated.
The day ended with a presentation by Carrie Lee, a graduate of Sanford
University, now working on a book project growing out of her dissertation. Lee
argues that there is a serious problem in civil-military relations in democracies.
The desire to reduce military casualties increases before elections. This
phenomenon produces changes in battlefield operations that minimize combat
losses but also reduce the chances of successful campaigns. She illustrates this by
case studies. In particular, she shows that locations of military deployments, types
of operations, and casualty rates were all influenced by the electoral cycles in
conflicts in Iraq, Afghanistan and Vietnam.
Although the presentations were very varied, speakers shared both deep
familiarity with specific geographic regions – notably Asia and the Middle East
- and thematic interests. Miles’ presentation on backchannel negotiations that
ultimately led to better relations between the Soviet Union and the United States
formed an interesting counterpart to the presentation by Kaplan on insurgent
diplomacy. Three presentations provided rich insights into civil-military relations:
Giblin through his discussion of the coordination of the Kursk Communist Party
leadership, three Soviet army groups, and the Moscow political elites in the
defense of Kursk; Kenwick through his analysis of how civilians prevent military
coups; and Lee through her demonstration of how civilian leadership interferes
with military operations.
What the speakers also had in common was methodological rigor rooted in very
impressive research. Michael Kenwick’s thesis was supported by a measurement
model he himself created and validated. This model generates continuous, yearly
estimates of civilian control for all countries from 1946-2010. Carrie Lee’s empirical chapters on counterinsurgency operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Vietnam
were based on an impressive data set providing micro-level details of military operations in these conflicts. Jiyoung Ko was able pierce the virtually impenetrable
fog of North Korean political life: she found excellent pieces from Korean language news sources describing popular perceptions of the level of threat coming
from North Korea and the level of public support for a nuclear-weapons program.
Kaplan did very significant field research for his dissertation. His case studies
used 62 original interviews with 48 Kurdish and Palestinian officials, as well as
primary-source archival work in Erbil, London, Ramallah, and Washington. Dan
Giblin was able to find much new material by exploiting Russian archives both
local and national as well as by asking new questions of old materials. Finally,
the work of Simony Miles is based on far reaching archival research conducted
in Australia, Canada, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Russia, Ukraine, the
United Kingdom, and the United States.

Top to Bottom - Ko, Miles,
and Lee panels.

As in the past, a key to the success of this conference was the extraordinary level
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of participation by all present. Much was owed to the New Faces themselves. They did not simply see this as a chance
to get feedback on their own work, but gave themselves wholeheartedly to the task of providing feedback to their peers.
The graduate students who served as discussants proved equally dedicated, enthusiastically embracing the challenging
task of commenting on the work of students researching in very different disciplines than their own. Faculty discussants
and chairs also did their part, engaging with the students both during the presentations and during the ample breaks. The
audience, moreover, included not just academics, but members of the government (military and intelligence), providing a
leavening of persons with a very practical interest in security issues. This contributed to one of the goals of the conference
which is to encourage those in the ivory tower to engage with those outside of it.
Another goal of the conference is to provide students with the opportunity to prepare for the job market. Students received
helpful comments on delivery style from the audience throughout the day and then were given some excellent tips from
Peter Feaver, who shed sometimes humorous insights into what those hiring are looking for. Finally, as they left for
home, the students were provided with video recordings of their own presentations to look at and learn from at their
leisure.
All in all, the Seventeenth Annual New Faces conference was a great success. The goals of the event were clearly fulfilled
as young scholars honed their communication skills, received invaluable critical feedback for their research, and forged
ties across disciplinary divides. For all who attended, this was a wonderful event. To spend a day in an environment in
which some of the sharpest minds and most thoughtful young people of our time engage in collegial exchange on issues of
great import is truly rewarding.
Our warm thanks go to the Bradley Foundation who funded this program for a decade. We have learned that their
interests are shifting away from issues of national and international security, so one of priorities this coming year will be
to find alternative sources of support for this conference. If you are one of those who enjoyed this event over the years
either as a participant or as an attendee,
we would be grateful if you wrote a
letter to the TISS Director which we
could include in future applications.
We look forward to seeing you at this
coming year’s conference - to be held
on Friday 8 September.
Carolyn Pumphrey, TISS Associate
Director.
Seen opposite: Audience (top) and
(below) Panelists engaged in informal discussions between sessions.
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TISS Faculty Profiles
Jessica Liao
This year the North Carolina State University School
of Public and International Affairs welcomed its newest
faculty member, Dr. Jessica Liao (Ph.D. Southern
California, M.A. National Sun Yat Sun University,
Taiwan). Her research focuses on Chinese foreign
policy and East Asian politics. Her most recent book
is Developmental States and Business Activism: East
Asia’s Trade Dispute Settlement (Palgrave 2016).
Professor Liao teaches a graduate course on the Politics
of East Asia and undergraduate course on the Politics
of China and Japan. She has already proven to be
invaluable resource for TISS, advising on a South China Sea Simulation, receiving rave reviews for a talk given to the
Woman’s Club of Raleigh, and treating the TISS membership to a lively and an informed dinner seminar on 18 January.
On this occasion, Dr. Liao discussed her current research on China’s role in Southeast Asia’s energy and infrastructure
development. For the last ten years the Chinese have invested heavily in the region. But whereas most scholarly
attention has been focused on Chinese government initiatives (linked to Good Neighbor diplomacy), Dr. Liao’s work
focuses on the interaction between the Chinese state and Chinese firms also operating in the area. Business actors, she
noted, take advantage of the Chinese government’s political agenda to make inroads in the region. At the same time, their
business calculations and investment decisions can be quite different from those of the state. When interests converge,
everyone wins – the Chinese government, Chinese firms, and the host government. But, they do not always. Some
projects derail either because national interests are met, but business interests are not, or vice versa. Government and
business interests, she suggests, become less compatible, the more ambitiously state and firms pursue their respective
goals. Our thanks go to Dr. Liao for an educational and intellectually stimulating evening – we look forward to having
her as a colleague over the coming years.

Simon Miles
We are delighted to welcome Simon Miles as the latest addition
to the TISS family. As one of last year’s New Faces, we already
see him as one of our own. An international historian researching
the end of the Cold War, Dr. Miles just joined the Duke faculty as
an assistant professor in the Sanford School of Public Policy. He
will teach grand strategy and Cold War international history. A
Canadian by birth, he holds degrees from the University of Toronto,
the London School of Economics and Political Science, and the
University of Texas at Austin (Ph.D.) He has published papers
in Diplomatic History and Diplomacy & Statecraft and is now
working on a book which relies on recently declassified archival
materials from both sides of the Iron Curtain. It explores the causes
of one of the most important international political changes of the
twentieth century: the peaceful conclusion of the Cold War. We
hope to learn more about this project in the coming year.
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TISS Honor Student Dinner
The last TISS event of academic year 2016-17 was the Thirteenth Annual Honor Student Dinner. It was a resounding
success. Held at the Friday Center in Chapel Hill on April 21st, it featured four of our finest students, two from UNC –
Alexandra Gombar, majoring in Global Studies and Peace, War, and Defense, and minoring in English and Sarah Adams,
double majoring in psychology and media journalism, together with two from Duke – Nick Johnston, double majoring
in Political Science and International Comparative Studies and minoring in German and James Ferencsik, majoring in
political science and minoring in Arabic. All have had remarkable undergraduate careers, winning numerous awards
and honors, and gaining experience not just inside but also outside of the classroom, Sarah working on community
development projects in Canada, Indonesia, and India, Alexandra teaching acapella and English as a second language,
Australian-born Nick riding 1,000 miles alone across Mongolia, and James studying abroad for three summers in
Morocco.
The evening began with a presentation by Alexandra. Her honors thesis drew its inspiration from a lifelong commitment
to human rights, inherited from a father who grew up in communist Czechoslovakia. Her research focuses on the Capstone
Doctrine which enshrines the principles of consent, impartiality and non-use of force as the guiding principles of UN
peacekeeping. She sees this as limiting peacekeepers’ abilities to respond to genocide and urges critical analysis of its
shortcomings. Nick spoke next. His honors thesis looks at the recruitment strategy of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria,
how it changed over time, how it diverged from mainstream methods, and the role of the Caliphate in this recruitment
strategy. After that we heard from James who shares Nick’s interest in jihadist radicalization. His honors thesis finds
that there is a strong inverse relationship between the strength of a nation’s counterterrorism effort and the proportion of
the nation’s salafi-jihadists radicalized through HGO (HGO (hierarchical, goal-oriented) networks. To end the evening,
we heard from Sarah Adams. Her honors thesis looks at an issue that has taken on new urgency since the Snowden
leak of classified documents to the media. She focuses on intelligence community whistleblowers and seeks to identify
motivations and deterrents to their behavior. It was truly a treat to participate in this event. The sophistication of analysis,
clarity of presentation, and poise shown in the face of challenging questions was impressive.
All four are ready now to embark on exciting and rewarding careers - Alexandra will spend the summer working with
Raising up Hope for Uganda and then prepare for a career in international human rights law, Nick and Sara will enter
public service, and James will go on to further study in International Security at Sciences Po in Paris. It has been a
privilege and honor to have known these students and we are confident we will hear more from them in the future.

Above: James. Near
right: Alexandra (Sasha). Far right: TISS
audience.
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American Grand Strategy Program
The Duke American Grand Strategy Program (AGS), directed by Peter Feaver, is now entering its tenth year. Many of
its activities are specifically designed for the Duke community - especially undergraduates. Among its most exciting
and rewarding activities are staff rides. This past year 38 students traced the
path of the 1968 Tet Offensive in Vietnam, a truly ambitious venture which
from the comments of students, made a profound impact. AGS also has a small
curricular component - which includes a week long civil-military relations
taught by retired General Dempsey and a growing research component. This
year, the Program hosted a book workshop on a volume based on President
Bush’s 2006-2007 Iraq Strategy review. AGS also continues to invite a series
of distinguished practitioners who speak on a wide array of topic. These are
open to the public at large and very much enrich the intellectual life of the
TISS community as a whole. Listed below are public talks held during the last
academic year.
Above - Peter Feaver with
former mentor (Joe Nye).

“Combating Threats at Home & Abroad”
A Conversation with Jeh C. Johnson
Thursday, September 8th, 2016 @ 6:00 PM / Fleishman Commons
“Grand Strategy & American Power in the Asia Pacific Since
1783”
A Conversation with Michael Green
Tuesday, October 4th, 2016 @ 6:00 PM / Sanford 05
“Foreign Policy in the 2016 Election Debate”
Featuring Heather Hurlburt & Robert Karem as Moderators
Tuesday, October 18th, 2016 @ 4:00 PM/ Sanford 04
“America at a Crossroads: The 2016 Election”
A Conversation with Jim Messina & Karl Rove
Ambassador Dave & Kay Phillips Family International Lecture
Tuesday, October 25th, 2016 @ 5:00 PM /Page Auditorium
“City of Man: The Practice of Politics Before, During & After the
2016 Election”
A Conversation with Peter Wehner
Thursday, November 3rd, 2016 @ 5:00 PM Rhodes Conference Room
Iraq Surge Conference
Saturday, November 12th, 2016 / King’s Daughters Inn
AGS Hosted Events, Spring 2017:
“The Grand Strategy Surprises that Await President Trump”
A Conversation with Colin Kahl
Wednesday, January 25th, 2017 @ 6:00 PM/ Sanford 04
“How President Trump’s Nationalist Foreign Policy Will Affect
America”
A Conversation with Paul D. Miller
Wednesday, February 1st, 2017 @ 6:00 PM/ Sanford 05

“How Everything Became War & the Military Became
Everything”
A Conversation with Rosa Brooks
Thursday, February 23rd, 2017 @ 6:30 PM/ Sanford 05
Lunch Discussion with Kori Schake
Friday, February 24th, 2017 @ 12:00 PM/ Sanford 224
“Economic Tools & American Foreign Policy in a Time of
Change”
A Conversation with David McCormick
Wednesday, March 8th, 2017 @ 4:30 PM/ Fleishman Commons
“Cyberpowers in the New World Disorder”
A Conversation with Jared Cohen
Ambassador Dave and Kay Phillips Family International
Lectureship
Tuesday, March 21st, 2017 @ 4:00 PM/ Sanford 223
“Challenges and Opportunities for the U.S. Military in the
Caribbean, Central & South America”
A Conversation with Admiral Kurt W. Tidd & General (Ret.)
Martin Dempsey
Monday, March 27th, 2017 @ 6:00 PM/ Fleishman Commons
Careers in Foreign Policy & National Security – The American
Grand Strategy Career Panel
Featuring: Tyler Duke (MPP’16), Olivia Wasteneys (T’14), & Ella
Lipin (T’10)
Tuesday, April 4th, 2017 @ 5:45 PM/ Sanford 201
“Deterrence and Dissuasion in Cyberspace: China, Russia &
the U.S.”
A Conversation with Dr. Joseph Nye Jr
Friday, April 7th, 2017 @ 5:30 PM/ Sanford 04

Coffee & Office Hours with William H. Tobey
Tuesday, February 14th, 2017 @ 10:00 AM / Rubenstein Hall 200
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Energy and Security Initiative
During 2016-17 the TISS/NCSU Energy and Security Initiative (ESI) continued to foster an active research agenda,
sponsor visits by academic experts and policy practitioners, enlarge its scope of campus partners, and promote its
signature “Energy and Security Luncheon Series.” Co-directed by William Boettcher and Mark Nance (both NCSU
Political Science) and John Mattingly (NCSU Nuclear Engineering), the ESI again benefitted from its partnership
with NCSU’s School of Public & International Affairs (SPIA), Department of Nuclear Engineering, TISS Intelligence
Community Center for Academic Excellence (IC CAE), and Consortium for Nonproliferation Enabling Capabilities
(CNEC). The ESI promotes an interdisciplinary approach to the global, national, and local security implications of the
production, transportation, and consumption of a diverse range of energy sources (renewable and nonrenewable).
In terms of research, Nance and Boettcher compiled, co-edited, and published a special issue, Conϔlict, Cooperation,
and Change in the Politics of Energy Interdependence, for Energy Research & Social Science (Volume 24, February
2017). This issue included a co-authored introduction by Nance & Boettcher; an article by Nance, Bryan Early, and Pat
Cottrell on Global governance at the energy-security nexus: Lessons from UNSCR 1540; an article by Boettcher on
Resolving potential energy conϔlicts among allies: The 2015 United States-Republic of Korea nuclear cooperation
agreement; and an article by Robert Reardon (SPIA) on Threat inϔlation and the Iranian nuclear program. The
special issue included ten other articles, some of them written by other ESI luncheon-series alums Emily Meierding,
Adam Stulberg, Chris Kessler, and Carol Kessler. Earlier in September 2016, Boettcher, Mattingly, and Reardon
presented papers at the Advances in Nuclear Nonproliferation Technology & Policy Conference: Bridging the Gap in
Nuclear Nonproliferation in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Mattingly and Reardon co-authored a paper asking, What is the
strategic utility of reactor-grade plutonium?, and Boettcher presented a draft of his eventual ERSS article.
In terms of extension and outreach, our usual series of ESI luncheons was somewhat supplanted by events cosponsored with IC CAE and CNEC. In September, Chris Kessler gave an evening talk on Implementation of the
Iran Deal: The UN Security Council and the “Procurement Channel.” This fascinating and comprehensive discussion
explored the new mechanisms created during the JCPOA negotiations to restrict the export of sensitive materials to
Iran. Chris ably guided us through the complex and untested procedures assigned to the UNSC as part of the P5+1
talks. In October, Ambassador Hahn Choonghee (Deputy Permanent Representative of the Republic of Korea to the
United Nations) visited Boettcher’s class and gave an evening talk on The North Korean Nuclear Issue and The
Future of the Korean Peninsula. Ambassador Hahn addressed recent developments in the DPRK’s nuclear program
and UN efforts to revise the current sanctions regime. In February, Will Tobey (former Deputy Administrator for
Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation at the National Nuclear Security Administration and CNEC Advisory Board
member) visited Boettcher’s graduate seminar to discuss his research on the covert US negotiations with Libya that led
to the dismantling of its nascent nuclear program. Tobey also met with graduate students and faculty from SPIA and
CNEC over lunch, addressing new nonproliferation challenges facing the Trump administration.
Our only “official” ESI luncheon of 2016-17, featuring Richard T. Cupitt (Former US Special Coordinator for UNSCR
1540 at the Department of State), was co-sponsored by CNEC and focused on Preventing WMD Proliferation
& WMD Terrorism: Next Steps for UNSCR 1540 after the 2nd Comprehensive Review. Rick spoke to a full and
interdisciplinary audience populated by faculty and students from SPIA, Nuclear Engineering, and other departments.
Rick was also generous with his time, meeting with several classes and with students interested in US State
Department careers.
ESI efforts will continue to expand in 2017-18. The luncheon series will include new “local talent” as well as
academics and policymakers from beyond the Triangle. We will continue to host and co-host visitors for workshops
and public talks. We will also continue efforts to seek additional funding from grants to support research activities
related to ESI topics.
William Boettcher, Director, Energy and Security Initiative.
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Intelligence and Security Studies Program
I am pleased to report another successful year for the TISS IC CAE.
The academic year 2016-17 saw the introduction of seven new (or substantially modified) courses on intelligence or
security: “The History of Deception,” “The History of Covert Action,” “International Terrorism: Comparative Regional
Studies,” and “Ethical Issues in National Security and Intelligence” (taught at UNC-Chapel Hill); “Spy versus Spy;
An Intelligence History of the Cold War” and “Illicit: The Politics of Black Markets” (taught at North Carolina State
University); and “Countering Violent Extremism in Prisons and Jails” (taught at North Carolina Central University). All
were in high demand. Another three courses, developed this academic year, will be taught over the next couple of years.
These ten were added to ten existing ones: in all twenty courses in intelligence have been developed or taught, once or
twice, since 2014.
We were honored by visits from three of the most distinguished intelligence leaders of our nation. Gregory Treverton,
Chairman of the National Intelligence Council launched the academic year with a public talk on 30 August. A month
later, on 27 September, General James Clapper, Director of National Intelligence, found time in his busy schedule to
speak, also on the UNC campus. Both made a deep impression, discussing a wide range of national security issues with
clarity and objectivity. Then, on March 3, the charismatic Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, General Vincent
Stewart, accompanied by three distinguished fellow-marines, spoke to students on the NCCU campus, encouraging them
to excel and to think of a life in public service.

The intelligence and security grant
has funded a number of field trips
over the years that fuel NCSU’s
interest in STEM in general and
nuclear issues in particular. Pictured
opposite (top left) are students
from Joe Caddell’s UNC nuclear
security class attending a lecture
by Lisa Marshall on the NCSU
campus on nuclear power. Students
also visited the reactor. Also seen
here are students from NCSU,
NCCU, Duke, and UNC-Chapel
Hill on their annual visit to Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and
Y12. The visit combined a nuclear
non-proliferation workshop with
tours to key sites. Seen opposite
are the portal monitors (top right),
the historic graphite reactor (bottom
left) and the control room of the
same. As in the past, students found
this to be an immensely rewarding
experience.
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The Annual Simulation and Colloquium (reported in
in detail on p. 15 of this newsletter) were also very
successful. In previous years, it was hosted by UNC and
NCSU. This past year it was hosted by Duke University
and organized by Tim Nichols. The simulation focused on
a flash crisis in the South China Sea – students had great
fun playing roles in the US national security apparatus.
The Colloquium focused on Big-Data and Open Source
Intelligence. In keeping with the wishes of our funders,
the conference emphasized student participation and
featured student speakers and poster sessions. Student
response was very positive.
These were but the highlights. A simple glance at the list
of other scholars and practitioners who gave lectures and
visited classes is telling: Jesse Crane-Seeber, NCSU –
18 August 2016 (NCCU); Adam Jones, NIC Staff – 15
September 2016 (Duke & NCCU); Lawrence Grinter,
former Air War College – 27 October 2016 (UNC); Chris
Hunnicutt and Jasper Daniels, State Department – 28
October 2016 (NCSU); Kathryn Fisher, NDU-Fort Bragg,
– 4 November 2016 (NCCU); Tony Rivera, Duke – 23
January 2017 (UNC) ;Will Tobey, former NNSA– 14
February 2017 (Duke & NCSU); Daniel B. Smith, State
Department INR – 3 March 2017 (NCSU); Jon Breece,
National Geospatial Intelligence Agency and Philip
McDaniel, UNC (UNC) – 30 March.
The TISS ICCAE continues to provide students with
opportunities to think about a variety of careers and
to prepare for them outside the classroom. While our
primary goal is to educate students about the world of
intelligence, we are glad that the program increases their
overall marketability and helps them make informed
decisions about their futures. Contact with practitioners
is an important part of this process. Representatives from
intelligence agencies made several visits to our area, most
notably on the occasion of the visit by General Stewart.
They also figured among those presenting at our annual
“Life after PWAD” forum, featuring young(ish) alums.
What made this event so refreshing and interesting was
that it reveals the often circuitous routes by which students
achieve their career goals, the wide range of options open
to them – our speakers had done everything from working
at NGOs to serving in the White House - and the very
different approaches that reap success. Time and again,
students have told us that this was the most helpful event
of the year.

From top to bottom: Scenes from reception for and
public talk given by Director Vincent Stewart (DIA) and
public talk given by Director James Clapper (DNI).
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The grant also made a number of field trips possible.
Kathleen Vogel organized an amazing three day trip to
the White House. Eleven NCSU students participated

(7-10 September 2016). Twenty two students (selected from a very large
applicant pool) from UNC, NCSU, Duke, and NCCU went on a two day
trip to DC to visit government agencies (12-14 March 2017). The latter was,
unfortunately, cut short by an unseasonal snow-storm in DC, but it was still
very worthwhile. Among other things, students were able to participate in
a hands on exercise in analysis at NCTC. Another twenty UNC students
attended a lecture and a tour of the NCSU nuclear reactor (23 September
2016) and twenty eight UNC, NCSU, NCCU, and Duke students made the
trek to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Y12 (5-7 October 2016).
While the primary purpose of this field trip is to participate in a workshop
on nuclear non-proliferation, students also learned about opportunities for
internships and careers in the field and gained an appreciation for the history
of the development of nuclear weapons.
We have also been able to provide assistance to individual students. Students
involved in the TISS IC CAE received a variety of awards both big and
small to help improve skills such as language development, research, and
cultural awareness. All students who have signed up for the list serv receive
Weekly Alerts which flag internships and job opportunities. Last, but not
least, students at ICCAE schools are able to apply for the very competitive
and richly rewarding two week seminar run by the DIA. We are proud of the
numbers of our students that are selected each year for this:
This year it was thirteen: five from UNC-Chapel Hill, four
from Duke, three from North Carolina State University, and
one from North Carolina Central University.
Our hope is to sustain this effort beyond the five years
of the grant. At this time, there are promising signs that
we will be able to do so. NCSU continues to benefit
from its involvement with the NSA facility on Centennial
Campus and with existing partnerships with the National
Laboratories, LLNL and PNNL in particular. Duke
University, to our gratification, proved willing to fund the
core intelligence course in a year when it was not paid
for out of grant funds. In its third offering, this course
was completely full, with two spots above the class size
limitation and with a long waiting list. At UNC, interest in
the TISS IC CAE is manifest by the large number of students
applying for the programs, trips, and courses. This past year, for
example, 43 students applied to participate in the agency visit in
spring and 33 applied for the DIA summer seminars. Classes on
intelligence filled up (33 - Deception, 16 - Ethics, 27 - International
Terrorism). Note that the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense,
continues to expand. Just prior to graduation, 406 students listed this
as their major. Additionally, 149 students signed up for the TISS listserv and eighteen graduated with the “Scholars” distinction.
None of this would have been possible but for the energy and drive
of Sara Castro, our new Assistant Director. She brought to bear
on her new position a love of teaching and exacting standards that
has won her the devotion of her students and attracted them to our
programs. She also applied her nearly inexhaustible patience to

Dr. Gregory Treverton.

Lt.Gen Vincent Stewart

The Honorable James Clapper
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bear on managing the grant finances – those of you familiar with federal grants will understand what this entails. Thanks
to her, we are moving into our fourth year in a much stronger position. As many of you know, she will be on maternity
leave this fall - her daughter, Maya, was born on August 8 - but we also know that, come spring, she will be back, helping
steer us forward.
The TISS ICCAE in Intelligence and Security Studies has brought to our four campuses a host of new courses, opened
new career paths for students, provided development opportunities for faculty, and encouraged rigorous public discussion
of critical issues. Signs of vitality abound, but what gives me greatest pride is our students. I am constantly impressed by
their powers of critical analysis, their balanced judgements, and their grasp of information. They love this program and
graduates of our universities are already making their mark in public life. We look forward to building on this success.
Joe Caddell, Director
TISS ICCAE in Intelligence and Security Studies

Above - Scenes from the very successful Fiery Cross Simulation organized by Tim Nichols and held on the
Duke University campus last November.
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Simulation and Colloquium
For the 2016-2017 academic year, Duke University took the lead in hosting both capstone events for the TISS Intelligence
Community Center of Academic Excellence (ICCAE) grant. The first event was an intelligence simulation in which
students played various roles in the US national security apparatus while contending with a flash crisis in the South China
Sea. The second event was a student-focused intelligence symposium—designed to highlight the work of current and
former students along with exposing students to the topics of big data and open source information. These subjects are
central themes of research at Duke and are equally relevant in the national security arena. Duke’s principal investigator,
Professor Tim Nichols, incorporated inputs from students, faculty, and practitioners, and he benefitted from assisting with
the design and execution of the previous simulations and symposiums held at UNC and NCSU. Finally, Professor Nichols
attempted to adhere to the abiding themes of the grant: student exposure to the intelligence profession, the aggressive
inclusion of diversity students and faculty, and student-focused activities combining active learning and scholarship.
In preparing for the South China Sea crisis simulation on November 4th, Nichols, in collaboration with TISS Director,
Dr. Peter Feaver, refined the simulation they employed in preparing the White House Transition teams (prior to the 2016
election) to deal with unpredictable, flash crises. In an unplanned encounter, a US Navy ship and a Chinese Navy ship
exchange fire near one of the “new” islands in the South China Sea, and the crisis provokes multilateral escalation. For
the simulation at Duke, students from NCSU, UNC, NCCU, NDU and Duke were divided into operational outposts
(Station Manila, Station Beijing, Regional Signals Intelligence Site in Kunia, HI, and the (military) Joint Intelligence
Center, Pacific) and national security positions – mirroring those roles in Washington. Managers, collectors, and analysts
comprised each outpost while the national security positions reported to role-playing elected officials.
The operational outposts were tasked with finding information (using a series of role-players who portrayed recruited
assets), organizing their collection, and reporting the information to Washington. For instance, Washington wanted to
know if the Chinese military alert level had changed, so Station Beijing had to contact an asset who worked on a Chinese
base, give him observable questions to answer, and report their findings.
The students filling national security positions were faced with a demanding National Security Advisor (Professor
Nichols) who was seeking clarity of information in order to advise the President. For instance, when the President wanted
talking points to use in an oval office conversation with the Chinese Ambassador, his National Security Advisor needed to
understand how the Chinese (along with other nations) were actually responding to the crisis. Students learned the need
for information sharing, clarity in communication, and how to work in a stressful environment.
The simulation was a great success due to the interest and energy of the students, the skilled exercise management by a
cohort of active and retired senior military officers, and the generosity of the Sanford School in hosting the simulation
in Rubenstein Hall. Student testimonials include: (UNC student) “This simulation did an excellent job of training us on
asking the right questions” and (NCSU student) “The packet that you gave us initially was the perfect base for us to start
from. It gave all the necessary background information, but its limited instructions when it came to individual roles really
allowed the students to jump in head first into the simulation and learn in a hands-on setting” and (Duke student) “It was a
very new experience for me and I think I am beginning to appreciate the complexities of our national intelligence network
and how we deal with crises.”
The second capstone TISS ICCAE event of the year was the intelligence symposium—held at the JB Duke hotel on
February 17th. Attractively titled “The Instantly Connected Globe: Open Source, Big Data: Opportunities & Challenges
for Intelligence,” the symposium endeavored to showcase student research, provided opportunities for studentpractitioner-scholar interaction, and illuminate contemporary intelligence challenges associated with the proliferation
of social media technologies. Sixty five students from Duke, NCSU, NCCU, and UNC participated in the day-long
event. Recently-graduated Duke students Tara Mooney began the event with presentations on their ongoing research.
Tara delivered a short talk on the linguistic analysis on ISIS propaganda, and Jason discussed a structured approach to
understanding the center of gravity for ISIS.
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After their talks, Tara and Jason were joined by Duke senior Molly
Howard to participate in the first panel, moderated by Professor Nichols,
to discuss current methods employed by ISIS to manipulate social media.
The panel, titled “OSINT Analysis in Practice: Understanding ISIS,”
provided the audience a glance into ISIS’s efforts and innovation in the
realm of strategic communication.
The second panel, titled “Open Source Contributions to Intelligence
Understanding” and moderated by Dr. Sara Castro (UNC) included
accomplished practitioners from both the Diplomatic and Intelligence
fields. The discussion emphasized the value of open source information
as a complement to the sensitive information collected through
intelligence channels.
Following the second panel, attendees enjoyed an interactive poster
session that allowed current students to showcase their ongoing research
and to receive feedback from participants. Students from UNC, Duke,
and NCSU presented posters, discussed their efforts, and garnered
positive critiques for their ongoing efforts.
The final panel, titled “Big Data and Warning Intelligence,” and
moderated by Dr. Rob Johnson (NCSU), provided insights into how
data mining and analysis plays an important part in strategic warning—
rupturing historical intelligence models for this area. The audience
was exposed to the growing opportunities in data mining and predictive
analysis in the Intelligence Community.
To conclude the symposium, Cindy Storer, and accomplished former-CIA
analyst and scholar, delivered the keynote address. Cindy discussed the
emergence of Al Qaida, the major analytical breakthroughs accomplished
by CIA analysts, and the efforts to understand and address the growing
phenomenon of violent extremism. Audience members responded with
great questions, and the prepared remarks were concluded with a lengthy
discussion.
Student feedback for both of the TISS ICCAE events this year was
uniformly positive this year. In keeping with the abiding themes of the
grant: student exposure to the intelligence profession, the aggressive
inclusion of diversity students and faculty, and student-focused activities
combining active learning and scholarship, Professor Nichols and his
Duke team provided these opportunities to a broad audience.
Tim Nichols, Duke University

Above and right - scenes from the Big
Data Colloquium.
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Cosponsored Programs & Events
Carolina Gender, War, and Culture Studies
Thursday, 1 September 2016
Marilyn Lake, University of Melbourne
The “White Man,” Race and Imperial War
during the Long Nineteenth Century
Sunday, 18 September 2016, 5:00-7:00 pm
Andrea Sinn, Elon University
Joining the German Home Front: Women,
Religion, and World War I
Thursday, 20 October 2016
Jeffery Wade Jones, UNC-Greensboro
The Soviet-Afghan War’s Unwomanly Face: The
Representation of Women in Svetlana Alexievich’s
Zinky Boys
Thursday, 10 November 2016
Luise White, University of Florida
Boyhood: Tracking in the Rhodesian Army
during the Zimbabwe War of Liberation (1964-

1979)
Sunday, 29 January 2017, 5:00-7:00 pm
Caroline Nilsen, UNC-Chapel Hill
German-Norwegian Romance, Marriage, and
Childbirth: Sexual Relations under the Strain of
Occupation
Thursday, 16 February 2017
Miguel La Serna, UNC-Chapel Hill
The Last Revolution: Gender and Shining Path of the
Peruvian MRTA Guerrillas
Thursday, 30 March 2017
Miriam Cooke, Duke University
Islamic State, Women and Violence
Thursday, 20 April 2017
Hannah Ontiveros, Duke University
Camouflaged Etiquette: Gender and Standards of
Behavior in the U.S. Military, 1960-1980

The Digital Humanities Project “GWonline, the Bibliography, Filmography and Webography on Gender, War
and the Western World since 1600” is now open for the public: http://gwc.unc.edu/welcome.The GWonline project is
designed for undergraduate and graduate students, teachers in highschool, College and at Universities and researchers. It
collects and organizes secondary literature, women’s autobiographies, films and informative websites on this subject
to make them available to the public. Alongside full text searching, it allows users to explore the collections of curated
sources through multiple entry points: author or director, publication or release date, collection, major wars, countries
and regions or keywords. The literature search screens are equipped with an OPEN URL feature that allows users to
check whether articles, books etc. are available in their local libraries everywhere on the globe. An OPEN URL is a
standardized link that carries citation information. When a user clicks on this link, the information it contains is sent to
a library’s URL Resolver (aka link server). The OPEN URL resolver then looks through the library’s subscriptions to
determine if your institution has purchased the full text of the resource and where it can be found. GWonline is connected
to our Oxford Handbook on Gender, War and the Western World since 1600 and also allows a literature search by
Handbook chapters.
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Lethal Aid and Human Security Conference: Exploring the Impact of Transnational Flows of Military
Assistance to Fragile States
On June 22, approximately 60 scholars, students, international
security practitioners, and members of the community gathered
in Gerard Hall at UNC for the opening forum of a conference
exploring the impact of military assistance to fragile states and
nonstate actors. The forum, entitled Lethal Aid and Human
Security, was co-sponsored by the Triangle Institute for Security
Studies, the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the International
Studies Association, the Department of Public Policy at UNC, and
UNC’s Institute for the Arts and Humanities.
The event featured Colonel Carl Kelly, Chief of Staff for the US Army’s 1st Special Forces
Command (Airborne) at Fort Bragg; Dr. Rachel Kleinfeld, a senior fellow at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace; and Matt Schroeder a senior researcher at the Small
Arms Survey. The conversation was moderated by Professor Patricia Sullivan from the
Department of Public Policy and Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense at UNC.

Top - from left to right:
Colonel Kelly, Dr. Kleinfeld, and Dr. Sullivan.
Bottom: Matt Schroeder
and Colonel Kelly.

Current U.S. policy reflects an increased emphasis on security assistance—providing
weapons, training, advising, and other forms of assistance to state and non-state armed
forces—as a primary tool to achieve U.S. security objectives. The forum invited
participants to examine a range of questions about the impact of security assistance,
particularly in conflict-affected and fragile states. The speakers addressed the conditions
under which training, advising, and equipping local security forces can promote
stability and increase security in countries experiencing armed conflict; the unintended
consequences and risks of arming foreign forces; and policy reforms that could increase the
effectiveness of security assistance and mitigate against the risks.

After the opening forum, the Lethal Aid and Human Security Conference continued
through Saturday June 24. The conference was inspired by TISS executive board member
Patricia Sullivan’s ongoing research project on the long-term effects of providing aid to
violent non-state actors, which she began during her Andrew Carnegie Fellowship in 2015-16. The conference brought
twenty-two scholars and eight practitioners together to discuss emerging scholarship, develop new research collaborations,
and explore critical issues posed by the provision of military aid and assistance to actors in fragile states.
Patricia Sullivan, UNC-Chapel Hill.

Sixty Days into the Trump Administration: Challenges and Opportunities
TISS has long enjoyed excellent relations with UNC’s Institute for Defense & Business, a nonprofit education and research institute whose mission is to develop and deliver custom-designed education programs and to conduct applied
research across a range of subject matter areas. This past year saw a deepening of this relationship as TISS and IDB
cooperated in what we hope will be the first of many joint events. On March 20th, Lieutenant General Dan Bolger, USA
(Ret), moderated a fascinating discussion by IDB Executive Fellows at the Kenan-Flagler Business School: General Duncan McNabb, USAF (Ret), former commander, United States Transportation Command, Scott Air Force Base, IL; Vice
Admiral Mark Harnitchek, USN (Ret), Director of Sales & Marketing for Boeing Aircraft Modernization & Sustainment
(AM&S) and former Director of the Defense Logistics Agency; Rear Admiral Richard Gromlich, USCG (Ret), former
Commander, Coast Guard 13th District in Seattle, WA; and Mr. Donald Tison, SES, USA (Ret), former Assistant Deputy
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Outreach
TISS has always put a great deal of emphasis on bridging the gap between soldier and civilian. This past year saw us
working closely with the Duke Counterterrorism and Public Policy Fellows, strengthening ties with the Institute for
Defense and Business (see pages 18-19), and forging ever deeper relationships with the branch of National Defense
University’s College of International Security Affairs Center (CISA) based at Fort Bragg. We are excited to report that
the TISS ICCAE will host a joint exercise in March 2018 with students pursuing a Joint Special Operations Master of
Arts. Another fundamental commitment is engagement with the public at large. For that reason, most of the talks we
organize are free and open to all interested persons. We also run a small Speakers Bureau. A few speakers stand ready
to give talks on defined topics . We also help groups find experts if there is a particular question that concerns them.
This year’s clients included the Jewish Community Center of Cary, World View, the Woman’s Club of Raleigh, a variety
of Clubs, and the 1st Battalion, 508th Parachute Infantry Regiment at Fort Bragg. The audience typically ranged from
between 30 and 50 persons. Warmest thanks to all those speakers who gave their time and shared their expertise.

Dimitar Bechev, UNC-Chapel Hill, Future of Europe
Joe Caddell, UNC-Chapel Hill, Operation Drumbeat
Matt Dearing, College of International Security Affairs (Fort McNair), Prospects for Afghanistan /
Pakistan
Roblin Dorff, Kennesaw State University, Security in the Post Post-9/11 Twenty-First Century
Sean Giovanello, Elon University, Nuclear Security
Bob Jenkins, UNC-Chapel Hill, Future of Europe
Jessica Liao, North Carolina State University, Conflict in the South China Sea
Dan Masters, UNC-Wilmington, Saudi Arabia in Transition
Tim McKeown, UNC-Chapel Hill, US Foreign Policy and Petroleum (two talks)
Caroline Nilsen, UNC-Chapel Hill, Nazi Occupation of Norway
Louis A. Perez, UNC-Chapel Hill, Cuba & the US
Patricia Sullivan, UNC-Chapel Hill, Why Powerful States Lose Limited Wars
Jason West, UNC-Chapel Hill, Climate Change

Chief of Staff, G-8. The four distinguished speakers were invited to comment on the defense issues facing the new Trump
administration as it began its tenure. They brought a wealth of talent to the table and offered the audience valuable insights
into the future shape of the U.S. military and key logistical challenges. The audience was enthusiastic and engaged.

Left - LTG Bolger; Right - Gen
McNabb, VADM
Harnitchek,
RDML
Gromlich, & Mr.
Tison.
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2017-18 A Glimpse Ahead
Fall 2017-2018 Public Talks (TISS and TISS Cosponsored: A Sneak Preview
[More details will follow in the TISS Weekly Update which will begin once the academic year 2017-2018 starts]
TISS - 8 SEP / TISS 18th Annual New Faces Conference - Featuring Graduate Students (Kathryn Alexander, Rebecca Lissner,
Benjamin Schneider, Josh Akers, Michael Joseph, & Cindy Ewing)/ (all day conference)/Friday Center, Chapel Hill
AGS/ Duke Political Science – 13 SEP Graham Allison (luncheon)
TCTHS/ AGS - 13 SEP / Lisa Monaco, former Dep. HS Advisor to Obama/ (6:00 pm) Fleishman Commons/ Duke campus
TISS ICCAE - 14 SEP / John McLaughlin, former Deputy Director of Central Intelligence - A Conversation with Peter Feaver/
(evening) UNC-Chapel Hill campus
TISS/UNC (Krasno Series) - 14 SEP/ Robbert Dijkgraaf, Dir., Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton - The Usefulness of Useless
Knowledge/ (5:30 pm) Pleasants Family Room, UNC campus
AGS - 19 SEP/Victor Cha, former Dir. of Asian Affairs, National Security Council /Duke campus
AGS – 25 SEP/ Avril Haines, former White House Deputy National Security Advisor/ (evening) Duke campus
TISS ICCAE - 27 SEP / Jim Walsh, MIT – Security Studies Program – North Korean Sanctions and Defectors (evening)/ NCSU
campus
TISS ICCAE/ PWAD - 28 SEP/ Corie Walsh, Mercy Corps – NGOs: The Other 3-Letter Agencies / Luncheon Talk (Noon - 1:30
pm)/ Hamilton Hall 569, UNC campus
AGS - 12 OCT / Os Guinness, author/ Duke campus
TISS/UNC (Krasno Series) - 13 OCT /Ambassador Christian Prosl, former Austrian amb. To US and Germany
& Ambassador Franz Cede, former Austrian amb. To Russia and NATO - Austria and the World from 1945 to the Present/ (4:00 pm)/
Pleasants Family Room, Wilson Library, UNC campus
AGS - 19 OCT / Paul Teller, Leg. Affairs Assistant to POTUS/ Duke campus
TISS- 25 OCT / Chris Bail, Duke University, Sociology - Using Google to Track ISIS/ Faculty Dinner Seminar (6:30 – 8:30 pm)/
Friday Center, Chapel Hill
AGS - 30 OCT/ Adam Schiff, Ranking Member, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence/ Duke campus
TISS ICCAE - 7 NOV/ Torrey Froscher, Former CIA Non-Proliferation Center/(evening) North Carolina State University campus
TISS/ UNC - 9-10 NOV/ Transnational Terrorism Today: How do the Transatlantic Allies Deal with Terrorism / Keynote (Bruce
Hoffman, Georgetown) / Conference (Keynote - Thursday from 5:30 pm & Panel Discussions Friday – all day) / Pleasants Family
Room, Wilson Library, UNC campus
AGS – 16 NOV/ Jendayi Frazer, former U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs / (evening) Duke campus
TISS ICCAE - 14 APR /The 2003 Iraq War: Key Intelligence Failures and Corrective Steps / (all day conference)/ Turner Law
School, North Carolina Central University campus
TISS - 17 APR/ Undergraduate Honor Student Dinner Presentations / (evening), Friday Center, Chapel Hill
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